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CHARACTERS IN WAR & PEACE

THE BEZUKHOVS
Count Kirill Bezukhov
Pierre Bezukhov his natural son

THE BOLKONSKYS
Prince Nikolay Bolkonsky
Prince Andrey Bolkonsky his son
Princess Marya his daughter
Princess Liza or Lise Andrey’s wife
Prince Nikolay Bolkonsky son of Andrey and Lise

THE ROSTOVs
Count Ilya Rostov
Countess Natalya his wife
Count Nikolay Rostov
Count Pyott Rostov or Petya their younger son
Countess Vera their elder daughter
Countess Natalya or Natasha their younger daughter
Sofya or Sonya a cousin brought up in the family

THE KURAGINS
Prince Vasily Kuragin
Prince Anatole his elder son
Prince Hippolyte his younger son
Princess Yelena known throughout as Hélène his daughter

THE DRUBETSKOYS
Princess Anna known throughout as Anna Mikhailovna
Boris her son

OTHER PROMINENT CHARACTERS
Akhrosimov, Marya Dmitriyevna a friend of the Rostovs
Alpatych old Prince Bolkonsky’s steward
Bazdeyev, Osip a leading freemason, a strong influence on Pierre
Berg, Alphonse a Russian officer
Bourienne, Mademoiselle Princess Marya’s French companion

Denisov, Vasily or Vaska a Russian officer, a close friend of Nikolay Rostov
Dolokhov, Fedya a Russian officer and high-living man-about-town
Karagin Julie an heiress
Karatayev, Platon a simple peasant whose natural goodness makes a great impact on Pierre
Scherer, Anna (Anna Pavlovna) leading Petersburg society hostess
Tushin, Captain a battery commander at the battle of Schöngrabern

HISTORICAL FIGURES
Alexander I Tsar of Russia often referred to as the Emperor
Arakcheev, Count A. A minister under Alexander, a reactionary and ruthless figure
Barclay de Tolly, M. A senior Russian general
Balashev, General A. one of Alexander’s most trusted aides
Bagration Prince P. a Russian general
Bennigsen, Count L. a Hanoverian general in Russian service
Berthier, P-A. Marshal of France
Kutuzov, Field-Marshel M. a Russian commander-in-chief at Borodino
Napoleon I Emperor of France
Pfüel, Ernst von a colonel, later general, in Russian service
Rostopchin, Count F. Governor-general of Moscow
Wintzengerode, Baron F.T. a Würtemberger general in Russian service
Wolzogen, Colonel Ludwig von a Prussian soldier in Russian service